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Abstract
New products are indispensable for lasting entrepreneurial success. Rising customer
expectations force companies to increase the complexity of products while reducing the
length of innovation cycles. This is only possible, when companies concentrate on the
development and conversion of new product ideas that proved to be economically promising.
Although the significance of a company’s ability and capability to generate innovations is
widely acknowledged, the application of (marketing) methods in the early phases of the
product development is poor. Many times, the product development starts without evaluating
the market success of the new product.
This paper presents the approaches of the Business Plan for “start-up” companies and the
phases models, that describe the phases of the innovation process. Both approaches are
discussed and compared. Furthermore, a planing concept is proposed by combination of the
two approaches. The concept was applied in a case study and the application was evaluated.
Keywords: customer demands, early phases of design, innovation methods
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Introduction

Product innovation is indispensable for maintaining profitability and competitiveness. Despite
the widespread recognition of this necessity, a methodical and systematic procedure in
enterprises can hardly be observed. Several surveys have shown, that a continuous application
of methods in enterprises takes place only rarely [1]. This applies especially to the planning of
the early phases of an innovation project The reasons for insufficient application are various.
Examples of reasons, which are described in literature, are lack of time in the product
development process or a false understanding of methods, which leads to the non-fulfilment
of the users expectations [2],[3].
Before realisation of a new business idea (“Start up”) it is usual to provide a Business Plan.
This is used in order to promote the idea to potential financial backers. All important points of
the “start up”-idea are discussed in the Business Plan, such as customer needs, competitors,
etc.
The comparison of a new business idea with an new product idea (with high level of novelty)
shows that these are similar regarding risk, level of novelty, planning interval, uncertainty of
the planning and complexity of the planning (table 1)

Tabel 1: characteristics innovation vs. “start up”-idea

risk
level of novelty
planning interval
complexity of the planning
uncertainty of the planning

“start up”-idea
high
middle/ high
long-term
high
high

product idea
middle/ high
high
long-term
middle
middle/ high

On the other side, many phase models exist in the literature which describe the process of an
innovation project. The approaches of the Business-Plan and of phase models can be
combined according to opinion of the authors. In the following these two approaches are
introduced briefly and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. Afterwards the own
approach is proposed.
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State of the Art

2.1 Phase models of the innovation process
Different opinions about the ideal-typical process flow and extent of an innovation project can
be find in the literature. Numerous phase models were developed in this context. These
models differ each other significantly according to the number of used phases and the
abstraction level. However, the most phase models have in common that they divide the
innovation process into sequential subprocesses. The most phase models begin with a phase
of the problem realisation. In this phase an innovation need is derived - on the basis of the
general market and technology development or a chance in the enterprise. The phase models
mostly end with the introduction on the market of the product innovations. Examples for such
phase models are given by [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].
Critical appreciation
Phase models are a clear, but abstract representation of the innovation process. They offer a
orientation, how an innovation process can be organised. On the other side, the phase models
of the innovation process can be criticised because of the fact that the practical feasibility of
the models is insufficient. In particular, the models can hardly serve small and medium-size
enterprises as action manual. Furthermore, the success factor of customer orientation is not
sufficiently considered in many phase models [11]. Besides, many phase models do not
consider the necessity for a continuous evaluation and controlling of the innovation process.
The literature gives many references, how (design) methods can be systematised, described
and selected (e.g. [12], [13], [14]). But a description is missing, how the phases of the phase
models can be supported by (marketing) methods. A further point of criticism is the
sequential procedure. The innovation process is characterised by a high division of labor and
multidisciplinarity. Therefore, many process steps pass parallel and not sequentially [8].

2.2

Business Plans for “Start up”-companies

Function and Task of Business Plans
A Business Plan serves primarily for documentation of a new business idea. The purpose is to
find financial sources or buyers for an enterprise. Above all, the Business Plan is a
communication instrument and should convince the reader of the gainful new business by a
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clear and comprehensible interpretation [16]. The necessity for preparation of a Business Plan
can occur at different times. Thus, one does not require a plan by existence founders only, but
also by enterprises, which develop a new business field or which aspire an IPO (initial public
offering).
The preparation of a Business Plan pursues a certain purpose and addresses a certain person
group. The business project - for which the Business Plan is written, and the purpose - for
which it is meant - have therefore a crucial influence on its structuring. A Business Plan for a
start up company looks different than one for an enterprise, which wants to develop a new
business field. Since it is not read in presence of the author who could give further inquiries
and explanations, a clear formulation is important.
Elements of Business Plans
In the literature gives different views, which elements a Business Plan should have and which
extent is appropriate. The reason is the variability of enterprises and projects. There is no
generally accepted plan. Despite all differences, Business Plans have certain main elements,
which should be present in each case. Table 2 shows an exemplary arrangement, how one
finds it in the literature [15], [16].
Table 2: Elements of a Business Plan

Summery
Product
Responsible team
Market
competitors

and

Marketing
distribution

and

Business
system
and
enterprise
organisation
Chances and risks

Financial plan

A Businessplan always begins with a short summary of the business
concept. The summary is should arouse the interest of the investor, in
order to be more concerned about the details of the project
It is to be argued, how the products of the enterprise differ from the
current and future competitors. Therefore, the product performence and
the benefit for the customer must be described in detail.
Investors have often the opinion that they invest in persons and not only
in enterprises, products or markets. Hence, investors intensively
dedicates itself to the section "team".
The market potential has to be estimated in order to evaluate a business
idea. Furthermore, information about customers, competitors and the
most important boundary conditions should be given.
Beside the discussion of market and the competitor, it must be
represented in a Businessplan, how the desired sales potential can
be achieved. The plan must contain a convincing concept for the strategy
of the market entrance. Further data are necessary for the price strategy,
distribution politics and sales promotion.
The business system covers the activities of an enterprise, which are
necessary for the supply and distribution of a final product to a
customer. The concept for the business system has to be described.
The author should give also data about the selected organisational
structure.
This element of the Business Plan covers a realistic estimate of
the chances and risks, which are present or are expected. The author
should explain, which positive or negative consequences are expected
and which counteractive measures are planed.
The financial plan has to explain the investors, how the financial
situation of the enterprise develops and which capital requirement
develops thereby.
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Critical appreciation
In the following it is discussed to what extent the concept of the Businessplanes is suitable to
support enterprises when they plan a new product development project. The emphasis of the
discussion is the different purpose, planning contents, the methodical support and the
consideration of existing resources.
A Business Plan has an enterprise-external purpose. It should convince a potential investor of
the success of the planned business project. The enterprise-internal purpose - the methodical
and systematic planning of a project - is not the centre of attention. Therefore, the relevant
literature orients itself at the requirements of investor regarding the structure of Business
Plans (and not at the requirements of a product development)
In addition, some planning contents of the classical Business Plan are not suitable for the
planning of a new product. For example, the planning of the organisational structure is
conditionally meaningful, since a firm's structure is usually already existent and it can hardly
be changed. Furthermore, the financial considerations - accomplished in the financial planare of interest for an external investor. But they are not suitable for an internal investment
planning.
A Business Plan should describe all relevant points comprehensively. The complexity and
heterogeneity of planning contents increases. For this reason a description of the methodical
support can be found only rare in the literature.
The preparation of a Business Plan requires high personnel and financial resources.
Furthermore, the Business Plan requires knowledge over the different methods of the
technical and economical disciplines. This knowledge is often missing enterprises, in
particular in small and middle size enterprises.
Recapitulatory, it can be said that the systematic procedure of the Business Plan preparation is
suitable for evaluating and planning a new product idea. Particulary, the market-focused view
of new ideas increase the chances of success. The contents of a Business Plan must be
adapted, however, so that the concept of the Business Plan can be used for the planning of a
new product. Furthermore, a concept is necessary, which describes the methodical support of
a Business Plan.
The Business Plan is to be developed further, if it is to be used for the planning of a new
product.
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Business plan for new products

3.1 Phases and methods of the Business Plan (overview)
The developed own planning represents a combination of German standard VDI 2220 [17]
and the Business Plan concept. According to the VDI guideline 2220 the product planning
begins with the strategic derivation of product ideas and ends with product death. The
guideline is divided into a strategic phase, a phase of the product identification, the product
realisation and the product care. This definition is too extensive for the purpose of the
developed planning concept. Instead the starting point of planning concept is an already
existing product idea. Neither strategic considerations nor the product realisation belong to the
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contents. The emphasis is on the planning and examination of the idea. Figure 1 shows the
phases of the Business Plan for product developments as an overview. Due to the limited
extent of this paper, the planning steps as well as sufficient methods and check lists are
described only briefly.

pre-phase

market&environment informat.

internal information

definition of search areas

company potential analysis
conception

pre-phase

preselection of ideas
Phase 1: Derivation of
customer requirements

product idea

market segmentation

competition analysis
requirement specification design
planning cancel

Business Plan

SWOT-analysis

marketing mix planing
functional specification design
planning of the price policy
Phase 2: Product
product realisation

distribution plan
sales promotion plan

sales forecast
(rough) produktion planning
organisaton/ personal plan

target costing

reengineering

financial planning

Investment/
cost evaluation

planning cancel

Phases of the Business Plan

market analysis

Documentation
(Business Plan)

product execution and care

product development

design and engineering
production decision
production
product

product care

market launch
distribution
product death

Figure 1: Phases of the Business Plan for Product Development (following VDI 2220 [17])

3.2 Phase 1: Derivation of the customer requirements
The steps of the first phase are the market analysis, segmenting of the market and the
competition analysis.
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The beginning of the market analysis are the systematic collection and evaluation of
information about the relevant market circumstances, the industries and customers.
Figure 2 shows a check list for information that should be collected in a market analysis. The
quality of the data determines the quality of the Business Plan. However, it is important that
the expenditure for collecting the information is adapted to the resources of the enterprise.
market sizes





market
potential
market volume
saturation
of
consumption
growth of the
market

trade analysis










customer analysis


number of providers
structure of traders
(number, distribution,
size...)
competition structure
(number, size, market
share...)
products (programm,
quality, prices,
service...)
distribution
(national/international,
trade channels,
logistic...)
sales promotion
entry / exit barriers
organisation in
associations






customer
structure
customer
requirements
customer
problems
customer needs
...

general market
environment

tax legislation

structureand
investment grant

environment
regulations

commodity prices

energy costs

legal security by
legislation

...

Figure 2: Check list for the market analysis
An enterprise should not try to take up the competition in all fields - and often against
competitors with better conditions. It should concentrate on the relevant market segment. The
potential customers must be differentiated into definable categories. The customer
requirements have to be determined for the relevant categories. There are no standardised
segmenting rules. However, it is crucial to use geographical, demographic, psychographical
and behaviour-oriented segmenting criteria [18].
Competition analyses have the task to point out the influence of the competition on the sales
prospects. The extent and the depth of the competition analyses are determined by the
availability of the desired information and by the costs of the provision of information.
Relevant competition information are: sales quantity, market share, price strategy, growth,
cost structures, customer service, marketing, chain of distribution, etc.
The results from competition and market analysis can be visualised in a strengths and a
weakness diagram (figure 3) as well as in a chances and risk diagram.
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Performance specification
Great
strength

Production

Finances

R&D

Marketing factors

Success factor

Small
strength

Sufficient
performance

Small
weakness

importance
Great
weakness

high

medium

low

1.

Name recognition and
prestige

_ __

_X_

____

2.

Relative market share

_X_

____

____

3.
4.

Image (quality)
Image
(customer
service)
Marketing
distribution

____

_X_

____

____

_X_

____

_X_

____

____

6.

Sales promotion

_X_

____

____

7.

Patents

____

____

_X_

8.
9.

Licences
Know-how in products
and processes

____

____

_X_

_X_

____

____

10.

Capacities

____

_X_

____

11.

Capital availability

____

_X_

____

12.

Capital costs

____

_X_

____

13.

Financial stability

_X_

____

____

14.

Reserves

____

_X_

____

15.

Manufacturing costs

_X_

____

____

16.
17.

Capacity reserves
Qualification of the
staff
Know-how
production technology

____

_X_

____

____

____

_X_

_X_

____

____

Efficiency

____

_X_

____

5.

18.
19.

own enterprise

competitor

Figure 3: strengths and a weakness diagram (example)

3.3 Phase 2: Planning of the product realisation
Contents of the second planning phase are the concretising of the product idea and the
planning of the realisation. The steps of the second phase are definition of the marketing mix:
sales forecast, provisional production planning, organisation and personnel planning, financial
planning and deriving targets for the Target Costing.
Starting point is the planning of the marketing instruments: Product, price, placement and
promotion (Markting Mix). Figure 4 shows the instruments with their parameters.
product
product

 quality
  quality
extras
  extras
design
  design
brand name
  brand
name
wrapping
  wrapping
packaging size
  packaging
customer size
service
  customer
service
guarantee
  guarantee
...
 ...

price
price

 cataloque price
  cataloque
price / cash
sales discount
 sales
discount / cash
discount
 discount
payment terms
  payment
terms
financing
instruments
  financing
instruments
...
 ...

placement
placement

 channels of
 channels
of
distribution
 distribution
supply places
  supply
places partners
distributions
  distributions
partners
market penetration
 market penetration

sales promotion
sales promotion

 advertising
  advertising
personal sale
  personal
sale
sales promotion
  sales
promotion
public
relations
  public
directrelations
marketing
  direct
marketing
sponsoring
  sponsoring
...
 ...

Figure 4: marketing instruments
A sales forecast can be conducted place quantitatively and qualitatively. The quantitative
prognosis is not suitable for small and medium-size enterprises due to the high expenditure. A
possibility of the qualitative prognosis is the estimation by (external) experts. The prognosis
should cover a positive, an optimistic and a pessimistic case.
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The next two steps cover a rough production planning and an organisation planning, which
are not be further discussed here.
Based on of the results of the past planning steps, it is now possible to derivate cost defaults
for the following product design. A suitable method represents the Target Costing. The first
step of the Target Costing is the determination of the total goal costs of the product. In the
second step, the goal costs are distributed on the components of the product due to their
contribution for the fulfilment of the customer benefit.
After all relevant cost blocks were identified and quantified, a financial plan can be provided.
The financial plan has the purpose to judge the capital requirement resulting from the new
product on short and long term view. Also an investment appraisal belongs to the financial
plan. The purpose of the investment appraisal is the evaluation if the expected cash flow
caused by the innovation project justifies the necessary investments.
After the last planning step, the enterprise can decide about the realisation of the product
development.
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Results

The presented planning concept was derived from the literature. The planning concept was
applied for a innovation project of a small enterprise. The involved enterprise was a casting
company, which planed to bring a product on the market for the first time. So far the
enterprise had manufactured products only by order of other enterprises. The product idea was
a cast-iron lamp with an innovative design and a new illuminating technique.
The results from the application of the Business Plan were:
•

Strong market orientation in the early phases of a project

•

Identification of the success factors of the market (e.g. image)

•

identification of weaknesses in the enterprise organisation (e.g.. distribution and
marketing)

•

Reengineering of the product concept based on the planning results

•

High quality of the planning results (due to opinion of the management)

•

Relatively high expenditure. The Business plan is only suitable for larger projects
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Conclusion

One approach of a planning process is the business plan concept as it is used for raising
capital for newly founded companies or the extension of existing businesses. However, the
different purpose of the common Business Plan restricts its applicability for supporting small
and medium-sized companies during the planning process of a new product idea.. A new
planning concept developed in this paper. The concept guides the company through two
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planning stages. In the first stage, the emphasis of the planning activities is on the
identification of the factors influencing the success of the project and the comparison of these
factors with the abilities and resources of the company. For this, the relevant market segment
is identified and the demand of this segment for the product is determined.
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